Adolescent rats fail to demonstrate a LiCl-induced pre-exposure effect: Implications for the balance of drug reward and aversion in adolescence.
Adolescents display weaker taste avoidance induced by both abused and non-abused drugs than adults. Drug history attenuates avoidance learning in adults (the drug pre-exposure effect), but little is known about this phenomenon in adolescents. Given that the weaker taste avoidance in adolescence is thought to be a function of their relative insensitivity to the drug's aversive effects, it might be expected that the drug pre-exposure effect would be weaker in adolescents given that for some drugs this effect is mediated by associative blocking that depends on the association of environmental cues with the drug's aversive effects. To address this, in the present studies male adolescent (Experiment 1) and adult (Experiment 2) rats were given five spaced injections of LiCl prior to subsequent taste avoidance conditioning with LiCl. Consistent with past reports, adolescents displayed weaker taste avoidance than adults. While adults displayed attenuated LiCl-induced taste avoidance following LiCl pre-exposure, adolescents showed no evidence of this pre-exposure. This work is consistent with the view that adolescents are relatively insensitive to the aversive effects of drugs, an insensitivity potentially important in subsequent intake of drugs of abuse given that such intake is a function of the balance of their rewarding and aversive effects.